For Date: 04/19/2016 - Tuesday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16-8469</td>
<td>0254</td>
<td>Initiated - OPEN DOOR / WINDOW</td>
<td>Building Checked/Secured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker</td>
<td>AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address</td>
<td>[BUR 1444] UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST CONG - 6 LEXINGTON ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Open door appears to be an oversight. Area checks secure.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-8482</td>
<td>0351</td>
<td>911 - Ambulance Request</td>
<td>Transported to Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker</td>
<td>AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address</td>
<td>6 CROWLEY RD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>44 Patrol Patrick M Lyons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Ambulance request. BFD notified.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-8489</td>
<td>0850</td>
<td>Initiated - MV STOP</td>
<td>Citation/Warning Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker</td>
<td>WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id</td>
<td>WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address</td>
<td>300 CAMBRIDGE ST @ TERRY AVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>64 Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>GRY 2009 SUBA SE IMPREZ Reg: PC MA 946VN4 VIN: JF1GE76699G519823</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>GRANT STOP. CITATION ISSUED FOR TEXTING WHILE DRIVING AND SEAT BELT VIOLATION.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-8490</td>
<td>0905</td>
<td>Initiated - MV STOP</td>
<td>Citation/Warning Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker</td>
<td>JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id</td>
<td>DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address</td>
<td>244 CAMBRIDGE ST @ OLYMPIAN WAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>43 Patrol David H Outerbridge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>WHI 2014 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 979VM3 VIN: 1HGCR2F54EA058259</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Citation issued for texting while driving and expired registration.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-8492</td>
<td>0911</td>
<td>Phone - Animal Complaint</td>
<td>Services Rendered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker</td>
<td>JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address</td>
<td>WILMINGTON RD @ 99 JONATHAN RD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Caller reports a deceased raccoon in the roadway.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 16-8494     | 0916  | Phone - ALARM                        | No report Due                 |
| Call Taker  | JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J   |                                |
| Primary Id  | RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes      |                                |
| Location/Address | [BUR 1787] AT&T - 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE |
| Unit       | 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.       |                                |
| Unit       | 44 Patrol Roberto M Reyes            |                                |
| Narrative  | Front door motion alarm.             |
| 16-8493     | 0917  | Initiated - MV STOP                  | Citation/Warning Issued       |
| Call Taker  | JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J   |                                |
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 300 CAMBRIDGE ST @ TERRY AVE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: RED 2003 FORD PK F150 Reg: PC MA 981RF4 VIN: 1FTRX17263NA19160
Narrative: GRANT STOP. CITATION ISSUED FOR TEXTING AND DRIVING AND SEAT BELT VIOLATION.

16-8496 0950 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 229 WINN ST
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BRO 2014 HOND VN ODYSSE Reg: PC MA 2BZ787 VIN: 5FNRL5H95EB122599
Narrative: GRANT STOP. CITATION ISSUED FOR TEXTING WHILE DRIVING.

16-8498 1004 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1172] AMERICAN LEGION - 162 WINN ST
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRN 2001 HOND UT CRV Reg: PC MA 6HZV70 VIN: JHLRD18431C056056
Narrative: GRANT STOP. CITATION ISSUED FOR TEXTING WHILE DRIVING UNDER 18 YEARS OLD.

16-8499 1008 Initiated - MV STOP Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: JPH23 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 264 CAMBRIDGE ST @ FORBES AVE
Unit: STA Sergeant Michael DeBye
Vehicle: BLU 2016 MINI COOPER Reg: PC MA 2MK754 VIN: WMWXU1C58G2D08807
Narrative: Verbal warning issued.

16-8501 1009 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: JPH23 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Caller reports three baby ducklings fell into a manhole behind the building.

Narrative: D.P.W. removed ducklings and returned same to their waiting mother.

16-8500 1010 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 12 SANDY BROOK RD
Narrative:

911 caller dialed accidentally.

16-8504 1029 Radio - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 1 ADAMS ST @ 49 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle: RED 2016 MACK CHU613 Reg: CO MA 68501 VIN: 1M1AN07Y0GM024819
Vehicle: GRY 2009 SUBA FOREST Reg: PC MA 91AV81 VIN: JF2SH616X9H787529
Narrative:

Officer Costa reports mv crash.

Narrative: Same to handle.
Narrative:
TT Unit stopped at red light awaiting to turn left.
MV2 attempted to pass the stopped TT Unit but due to a work area on MV2's right same couldn't pass, and his front end stopped at the back tires of the TT Unit.

Narrative:
When TT Unit continued the back tires rubbed against MV2 and cause damage to MV2's front end, but only due to MV2 stopping where he stopped.

16-8505
1129 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 0 ROUTE 128 S
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: RED 2015 SUBA SW XVCROS Reg: PC MA 2TY466 VIN: JF2GPAMC4F8282658
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR IMPEDED OPERATION.

16-8507
1139 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRN 2001 CHEV SE PRIZM Reg: PC MA 674PS1 VIN: 1Y1SK52861Z420096
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR IMPEDED OPERATION (HEADPHONES) AND LICENSE NOT IN POSSESSION.

16-8508
1144 Phone - Identity Fraud Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 3 LASALLETTE DR
Narrative:
Walk in requested an identity fraud incident that occurred over three years ago be logged. RP had already filled out an ID theft packet and reported the incident to the credit bureau.

16-8510
1210 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 146 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2015 MAZD LL CX-5 Reg: PC NH 3726009 VIN: JM3KE4BY1F0498343
Narrative:
GRANT STOP. CITATION ISSUED FOR TEXTING WHILE DRIVING.

16-8511
1221 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 624] LORD & TAYLOR - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2010 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 1YKC70 VIN: 1HGCP2F81AA101000
Narrative:
GRANT STOP. CITATION ISSUED FOR IMPEDED OPERATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE (2 EARPHONES).
16-8512
1231
Initiated - MV STOP
Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: [BUR 1248] LONG'S JEWELERS - 60 SOUTH AVE
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle: GRY 2002 TOYT SE CAMRY USLEXL Reg: PC MA 2XM118 VIN: 4T1BE32K32U045791
Narrative: 1 citation

16-8513
1237
Initiated - MV STOP
Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 753] TAVERN IN THE SQUARE - 100 DISTRICT AVE Apt. #108
Unit: 43 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: GRY 2008 MAZD SE 6 MAZDA6 Reg: PC MA 78DP86 VIN: 1YVHP80CX85M40484
Narrative: Citation issued for texting while driving and failure to pull to the right and stop for a police cruiser.

16-8514
1240
Initiated - MV STOP
Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 146 LEXINGTON ST Q
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLK 2014 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 6EFC90 VIN: 1HGCR2F56EA043164
Narrative: GRANT STOP. CITATION ISSUED FOR TEXTING WHILE DRIVING AND SEAT BELT VIOLATION.

16-8515
1247
Initiated - PARKING
Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle: RED 2015 MERZ SE E3504M 4MAND Reg: PC MA 2NW496 VIN: WDDHF8JB8FB090811
Narrative: 2 handicap violations
1 misuse

16-8516
1300
Initiated - MV STOP
Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 146 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2011 MAZD SE MAZDA3 Reg: PC MA 64LH12 VIN: JM1BL1VGXB1423242
Narrative: GRANT STOP. CITATION ISSUED FOR TEXTING WHILE DRIVING.

16-8517
1302
Phone - Theft Past
No report Due
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Female shoplifter in custody.
Narrative: Female detained for concealing an 18.00 necklace. Security to seek restitution resolution. Suspect trespassed. No further action.

16-8518
1320
Initiated - MV STOP
Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 146 LEXINGTON ST
16-8519  1336  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  MALL RD @ 146 LEXINGTON ST
Unit:  64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  WHI 2006 UT LNDR LR3  Reg: PC MA 326NY2  VIN: SALAG25416A394451
Narrative:  GRANT STOP. CITATION ISSUED FOR IMPEDED OPERATION (GPS).

16-8520  1350  Phone - Ambulance Request  False Alarm
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:  23 NEWBRIDGE AVE
Unit:  44  Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Unit:  41  Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative:  Lifeline request ambulance for activation with no response.
Narrative:  Fire Dept notified.

16-8521  1402  Phone - DISTURBANCE  Report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address:  [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  45  Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Unit:  44  Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:  Mall Security reports physical altercation between two parties. Location is between Macy's and Cheesecake Factory Pole 4.
Narrative:  Pushing match between two kids. Both kids go to Marshall Simonds. SRO to be notified

16-8522  1421  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  122 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 THIRD AVE
Unit:  64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  WHI 1997 HOND CP CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 3EA184  VIN: 1HGEJ8250VL023750
Narrative:  GRANT STOP. CITATION ISSUED FOR IMPEDED OPERATION (GPS), AND JOL PASSENGER RESTRICTION.

16-8523  1446  Phone - Animal Complaint  No report Due
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  MELLIN ST @ UNIVERSITY AVE
Unit:  44  Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:  Caller reports a possibly sick or injured raccoon wandering around in the roadway.
Narrative:  unable to locate.

16-8524  1454  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan  
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan  
Location/Address: [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan  
Vehicle: BLK 2008 MERZ SE CCLASS Reg: PC MA 28EJ60 VIN: WDDGF81X78F061352  
Narrative: GRANT STOP. CITATION ISSUED FOR TEXTING WHILE DRIVING, OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE, AND REGISTRATION NOT IN POSSESSION. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-8525 1501 1004 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued  
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J  
Primary Id: KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty  
Location/Address: [BUR 151] BURGER KING - 52 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Doherty  
Vehicle: RED 2015 JEEP RENEGA BUJP74 Reg: PC MA 3FR659 VIN: ZACCJBDT1FPC41708  
Narrative: Verbal warning issued.

16-8528 1522 1445 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued  
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan  
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan  
Location/Address: [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan  
Vehicle: BLK 2015 TOYT HB YARIS Reg: PC MA 9372G4 VIN: WAUDF78E28A137145  
Narrative: GRANT STOP. CITATION ISSUED FOR IMPEDED OPERATION (GPS) AND SPEED BY LIDAR.

16-8529 1536 1510 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged  
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J  
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr  
Location/Address: [BUR 696] MILLIPORE - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr  
Narrative: Caller reports a dog struck by a vehicle. Dog was off leash and ran into roadway. Dog transported to Burlington Veterinary Hospital.

16-8530 1542 1522 Phone - Animal Complaint Services Rendered  
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J  
Location/Address: 4 EDGEMONT AVE  
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R  
Narrative: Caller reports a possibly sick fox roaming around the area. Ofc reports ACO handled the same.

16-8532 1618 1502 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged  
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen  
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE
Unit: 45  Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative:
911 hang up, no answer on callback.

Narrative:
misdial, checks ok

16-8533  1626  911 - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES  No report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 1360] NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY - 145 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Unit: 44  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: BLK 2013 FORD LL EXPLOR K8D  Reg: CO MA R16207  VIN: 1FM5K8D83DG32597
Narrative:
2 car MVC.

Narrative:
Minor damage observed to both vehicles. No injuries reported. Assisted parties with a paperwork exchange.

16-8534  1653 Initiated - ROAD HAZARD  Logged
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: [BUR 112] HERB CHAMBERS AUDI OF BURLINGTON - 62 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 62  Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Unit: 48  Patrol John R Thompson
Narrative:
Officer reports One Way center island sign missing. MASSDOT notified.

Narrative:
Mass DOT notified.

16-8537  1704  911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 12 MOUNTAIN RD
Unit: 48  Patrol John R Thompson
Narrative:
Anonymous caller reports very young children left in the driveway unattended.

Narrative:
Ofc reports grandmother is attending to children outdoors.

16-8536  1707 Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 379] ELECTRIC SUPPLY CENTER - 200 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLU 1998 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 3DY349  VIN: 2T1BR18E6WC019266
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION.

16-8538  1720 Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Street alarm motion.

Narrative:
Student called in to report he tripped the alarm by accident.
Narrative:
Custodian responded and reset the alarm. Checks ok.

16-8539
1725 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1440] ST MALACHY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH - 99 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2016 MAZD UT CX5 Reg: PC MA 4TKT70 VIN: JM3KE4BYXG0619100
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE AND NO LICENSE IN POSSESSION. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-8540
1732 Initiated - PARKING Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle: GRY 2005 CHEV TRAILB Reg: PC MA 45WT92 VIN: 1GNDT13S052262034
Narrative: 1 handicap violation
1 misuse

16-8541
1751 Initiated - MV STOP Summonsed
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: GRY 2014 RAMB TK 1500 Reg: PC MA 1JR824 VIN: 1C6RR7KT1ES400133
Towed: For: Hazard By: Neds Towing To: Ned's Towing
Narrative: 2 CRIMINAL CITATIONS ISSUED.
Refer To Summons: 16-8541-AR
Summons: OSHEA, JOSEPH J
Address: 16 FOREST ST LOWELL, MA
Age: 48
Charges: REGISTRATION SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE UNINSURED MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSE SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH

16-8542
1812 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: WILMINGTON RD @ CUTTING LN
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: GRY 2006 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 759XT8 VIN: 2T1BR32E86C594134
Narrative: Citation issued for failure to inspect and no registration.

16-8543
1822 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Summonsed
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 630] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative: Macy's Loss Prevention reports detaining two female shoplifters - Disp.unit to area
Narrative: 2 females to be summonsed.
Refer To Summons: 16-8543-A-AR
Summons: GREENE, JAILYNE LUZ
Address: 300 VARNUM AVE   LOWELL, MA
Age: 19
Charges: SHOPLIFTING $100+ BY CONCEALING MDSE
Refer To Summons: 16-8543-AR
Summons: NJERU, MAUREEN KIRIGO
Address: 3 RIVER PL   LOWELL, MA
Age: 18
Charges: SHOPLIFTING $100+ BY CONCEALING MDSE

16-8545
1827 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 2238] CVS - 242 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Citation issued for speed.

16-8546
1851 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 158] BURLINGTON AUTO SUPPLY - 207 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: GRY 2008 MERZ SE C350 Reg: PC MA 7CNC60 VIN: WDDGF56X58R027948
Narrative:
Citation issued for speed.

16-8549
1906 Phone - Identity Fraud Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 7 GIVEN DR
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Caller wants to file a report for Identity Fraud.

16-8548
1908 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 173] USED BOOK SUPERSTORE - 256 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: BLU 2008 VOLV LL XC70 Reg: PC MA 221YLK VIN: YV4BZ982X81014578
Narrative:
Citation issued for speed.

16-8550
1917 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegal
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegal
Location/Address: CENTER ST @ 78 BIRCHCREST ST
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegal
Vehicle: BLU 2000 FORD UT EXPLOR Reg: PC MA 711WY9 VIN: 1FMZU83P0YB08995
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE AND REGISTRATION NOT IN POSSESSION. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-8553
2022 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: GRN 1999 VOLV SE S70 AWD Reg: PC MA 73YJ58 VIN: YV1LT56D3X2577674
Narrative:
Manager of Shaws requests assistance for customer regarding a lockout - Disp.unit to area
16-8554 2028  Phone - DISTURBANCE  Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: [BUR 1906] CHEESECARE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative: Manager reports 2 guests at the restaurant refuse to leave.
Narrative: parties left without issue

16-8555 2038  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: 3 HEMLOCK LN
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative: RP requests ambulance for male party that has fallen - Disp.unit to area. Fire Dept.notified
Narrative: transported to lahey

16-8557 2113  Phone - MV Complaint  No report Due
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 1192] LIQUOR CABINET - 34 WINN ST
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative: Caller reports possible DK in the area of 34 Winn Street - Same possibly operating ma.reg.865rn5 - Disp.unit to area
Narrative: Sgt. Tim Kirchner reports vehicle is parked at registered owner's residence.

16-8561 2141  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle: BRO 2012 INFI FX35 Reg: PC MA FF17BG VIN: JN8AS1MWXCMI51254
Narrative: MV Stop.
Narrative: citation issued

16-8562 2149  Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Logged
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: [BUR 1516] MENS WEARHOUSE, THE - 60 SOUTH AVE
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle: SIL 2014 CHEV 4D IMPALA Reg: PC NH 3846117 VIN: 2G1125S3XE9147189
Narrative: employee leaving work, checks ok

16-8563 2223  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 360 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: K9  Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle: GRY 2013 HOND SE ACCORD CR2F5D  Reg: PC MA 518MY1  VIN: 1HGCR2F54DA107829
Narrative:

MV Stop,

Narrative:
Verbal warning issued for following too closely.

16-8565  2327  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 1918] CLICK SOFTWARE INC - 35 CORPORATE DR
Unit: 48  Patrol John R Thompson
Narrative:
American alarm reports alarm sounding at 35 Corporate Drive
- Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
Unable to gain access.

For Date: 04/20/2016  -  Wednesday

16-8568  0114  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 448] AMC THEATERS - 20 SOUTH AVE
Unit: 48  Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 965SH8
Narrative:
Warning issued for stop sign violation.

16-8570  0121  Phone - Ambulance Request  No report Due
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 14 MAKECHNIE RD
Unit: 46  Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Elderly female fell. Needs assistance getting up.
Narrative:
Fire assisted same

16-8573  0206  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: MALL RD @ MEADOW RD
Unit: 48  Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle: BLK 1995 HOND VT600C  Reg: MC MA 1P8247  VIN: JH2PC2102SM600280
Narrative:
MV Stop
Narrative:
Neds notified due to exp. registration
Narrative:
Neds towed MV. Citation Issued

16-8574  0233  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vicinity of: [BUR 1104] RAHANIS PARK - 70 MILL ST
Unit: 40  Lieutenant Michael A McDade
Unit: 46  Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Officers on patrol observed MV off in the distance in the high tension area.
Narrative:
Unable to locate MV

16-8577 0333 Initiated - PARKING Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vicinity of: 30 BEAVERTON RD
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vehicle: GRY 2011 CHEV SE MALIBU 1LT Reg: PC MA 207GZC VIN: 1G1ZC5E17BF378516
Narrative: Two violations issued for parking on sidewalk making it impassible for pedestrians.

16-8578 0404 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vicinity of: 92 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vehicle: WHI 2008 INTL UT Reg: CO OK 2LL542
Narrative: Truck restriction violation.

16-8579 0420 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vicinity of: 94 BEDFORD ST @ MOHAWK RD
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vehicle: 2016 ISU HINO BOX TRUCK Reg: CO MA R96924
Narrative: Truck restriction violation.

16-8595 0822 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 1008] BESITO MEXICAN RESTAURANT - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Interior motion and kitchen exit alarm. Mall security notified.

16-8597 0831 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: WHI 2004 CHEV K1500 Reg: PC MA 93FA67 VIN: 1GNFK16704J228728
Narrative: Citation issued for inspection and safety belt violations.

16-8598 0907 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address: [BUR 136] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 20 WALL ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative: Elderly male patient complaining of chest pain.

16-8599 0913 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 112 MALL RD @ 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Burlington PD Media log
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Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: GRY 2010 TOYT HIGHLA 6966C Reg: PC MA 22SR43 VIN: JTEJW3EH2A2046918
Narrative: Inspection sticker violation.

16-8601 0927 Phone - DISTURBANCE Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit: 43 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: BLK 2009 DODG RAM 2500 Reg: PC MA 911ZPL VIN: 3D7KS26TX9G551163
Narrative: Security requests police assistance with a disturbance in the parking garage.

16-8602 0932 Phone - Animal Complaint No report Due
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: RED 2014 HOND 4D ACCORD S Reg: PC NH HVN&amp;RTH VIN: 1HGCR2F58EA039794
Narrative: Officer flagged down by a passer by who reports an animal locked inside a vehicle in the parking garage.

16-8603 0955 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: [BUR 215] OSHKOSH B'GOSH - 6 WAYSIDE RD Apt. #H
Unit: 43 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: 911 abandoned call. Checks okay on call back.

16-8605 1016 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: [BUR 215] OSHKOSH B'GOSH - 6 WAYSIDE RD Apt. #H
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit: 43 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative: Operator 3270 reports hold up alarm.

16-8606 1020 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative: Caller reports a male party approached her at a bus stopped and asked her if she wanted a ride. She refused and he drove off. RP requesting an officer speak to her about the incident.

Narrative: Same appears to may have been
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Call Taker</th>
<th>Primary Id</th>
<th>Location/Address</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1037</td>
<td>Phone - PARKING</td>
<td>JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J</td>
<td>NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas</td>
<td>99 LEXINGTON ST</td>
<td>49 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas</td>
<td>WHI 2003 TOYT RUNNER Reg: PC MA 55428 VIN: JTEBU14R730002551</td>
<td>a friendly offer of a ride to shaws. same a white male in his 60's operating a black van.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1141</td>
<td>Initiated - PARKING</td>
<td>DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH</td>
<td>DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH</td>
<td>75 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td>41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH</td>
<td>RED 2015 NISS MURANO 23415 Reg: PC MA BC1027 VIN: 5N1AZ2MH4FN203003</td>
<td>2 parking citations issued for HP violations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1219</td>
<td>Initiated - PARKING</td>
<td>GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G</td>
<td></td>
<td>GLEN AVE</td>
<td>63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G</td>
<td>GRY 2013 HOND PILOT LX Reg: PC MA 345NV9 VIN: 5FNYF4H27DB002902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1220</td>
<td>Phone - LITTERING / DUMPING</td>
<td>JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly</td>
<td>NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas</td>
<td>47 WASHINGTON AVE</td>
<td>49 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Narrative:
Reports neighbor is dumping yard waste on her property

Narrative:
C#45 reports this is a civil matter. Will follow up with the other party at a later date.

16-8620 1400 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Services Rendered
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: 20 COLLEGE RD
Unit: 49 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Caller reports tree crew in roadway

Narrative:
C#45 reports the roadway is passable. Work crew stated they would be finishing soon. No detail needed.

16-8621 1405 Phone - Disabled MV Logged
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Reports DMV in roadway

Narrative:
assisted with same

16-8622 1428 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: [BUR 825] WEGMAN'S - 53 THIRD AVE
Unit: 49 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: WHI 2010 HOND SE ACCORD 335XIC Reg: PC MA 1TN115 VIN: 1HGCP3F81AA001971
Narrative:
Report of mv crash with no injury.

Narrative:
C#45 assisted with mv crash with no injury.

16-8623 1541 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Mall Security requests an ambulance for elderly female.

Narrative:
Fire Dept notified.

Narrative:
Female patient transported to Lahey Clinic by Burlington Fire Dept.

16-8629 1701 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 677] BURLINGTON WINE & SPIRITS - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Unit: 44 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Vehicle: WHI 2011 ACUR LL MDX Reg: PC MA 534NK3 VIN: 2HNYD2H42BH518145
Narrative:
Caller reports a dog in a vehicle with all the windows up.

Narrative:
Dog shows no signs of distress. Unable to locate vehicle owner. Will check back in the area.

Narrative:
Unable to locate vehicle owner, animal not in distress. Officers will check back with vehicle later in the evening.

16-8631 1711 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address: 3 PONTOS AVE
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Unit: 43 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit: 48 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle: BLU 2007 CHRY SE 300 Reg: PC MA 2GR934 VIN: 2C3KA43R87H784462
Narrative:
Home owner reports having trouble with the tenant inside the house while he is trying to clean the outside of the property.

16-8630 1712 911 - MV Complaint No report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 2 HIGH PINE AVE
Unit: 44 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative:
Erratic driver reported.

16-8632 1721 911 - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 2 HIGH PINE AVE
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi Jr.
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi Jr.
Vehicle: WHI 2011 ACUR LL MDX Reg: PC MA 534NK3 VIN: 2HNH2H42B8518145
Vehicle: WHI 1999 FORD SE TAUR Reg: PC MA 3KD371 VIN: 1FAPF5356XA244116
Narrative:
Erratic driver.

16-8634 1914 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 1020] BONEFISH GRILL - 4 WAYSIDE RD Apt. #A
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Narrative:
Caller reports patron passed out but is now conscious and alert. Fire dept notified and enroute.

16-8635 2014 Initiated - MV STOP Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: HARRIETT AVE
Unit: 43 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit: 44  Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Vehicle: BLU 2006 JEEP LIBERT LIMIT  Reg: PC MA 865RN5  VIN: 1J4GL58K76W231731
Narrative:

Narrative:

Narrative:

One male taken into custody. See Officer's arrest report. Vehicle towed by Ned's.

Refer To Arrest: 16-8635-AR
Arrest: SMALL, WILLIAM J JR
Address: 26 BEACON ST Apt. #66E  BURLINGTON, MA
Age: 50
Charges: OUI LIQUOR LICENSE SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH ALCOHOL IN MV, POSSESS OPEN CONTAINER OF NEGLIGENT OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE

16-8636  2123 Phone - DISTURBANCE  No report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: 3 LOUISE RD
Unit: 48  Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:

Caller reports loud noises and car activity in front of her house across the street at #2.

Narrative:

No one outside on street. Nothing abnormal showing. Area is quiet.

16-8637  2127 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 896] SEARS AUTOMOTIVE CENTER #1163 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 44  Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Vehicle: GRY 2003 CHRY VN PTCRUI  Reg: PC MA DBUMP  VIN: 3C4FY48B53T543111
Narrative:

2 car MVA

Narrative:

Parties exchanged information. See officers report.

16-8638  2149 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: 6 MOLINE RD
Unit: 48  Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle: BLK 2009 NISS SE ALTIMA 2525S  Reg: PC MA 287VC3  VIN: 1N4AL21E39N513119
Narrative:

MV stop

Narrative:

Citation issued.

16-8639  2205 Phone - Youth Complaint No report Due
Call Taker: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 2 LOUISE RD
Unit: 48  Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Dispatch Log  From: 04/19/2016  Thru: 04/25/2016     0000 - 2359    Printed: 04/27/2016

Unit:    44  Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Patrol Matthew W Creamer

Vehicle:    BLU 2000 JPEG CHEROK SPORT  Reg: PC MA 3KD171  VIN: 1J4FF48S3YL158665
Vehicle:    GRN 2006 TOYT SE CAMRY LEXLE  Reg: PC MA 769RRB  VIN: JTDKF30K260167463
Vehicle:    BLK 2002 HOND SE ACCORD USEXSE  Reg: PC MA 145GK9  VIN: 1HGCG66842A163483

Narrative:
Caller reports people sitting in their cars drinking.
Narrative:
Three empty vehicles parked legally. No crime committed.

16-8641  2228 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:    RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia

Location/Address:    [BUR 1104] RAHANIS PARK - 70 MILL ST
Unit:    44  Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Vehicle:    GRY 2008 VOLV SE S80 32FWD  Reg: PC MA 6161CT  VIN: YV1AS982581063605

Narrative:
Four individuals advised to leave park property after hours.

For Date: 04/21/2016 - Thursday

16-8640  2229 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Primary Id:    PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun

Location/Address:    SKILTON LN @ FOX HILL RD
Unit:    48  Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle:    WHI 2015 HYUN SE ELANTR SESPOR Reg: PC MA 582AK3  VIN: 5NPDH4AE4FH570803

Narrative:
Citation issued.

16-8646  0042 Radio - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S

Location/Address:    [BUR 160] BURLINGTON CAR WASH - 310 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    42  Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vehicle:    WHI 2013 SUBA 4D LEGACY A  Reg: PC NH 3842581  VIN: 4S3BMBG64D3027631

Narrative:
MV stop with NH reg 3842581.

16-8665  0203 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:    GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id:    LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds

Location/Address:    [BUR 795] HERB CHAMBERS KIA OF BURLINGTON - 93 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    46  Patrol Lyn M Reynolds

Narrative:
Commercial burglar alarm, rear service.

16-8673  0545 Phone - REPOSSESSION Logged
Call Taker:    KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney

Location/Address:    [BUR 183] BURLINGTON MARRIOTT - 1 MALL RD
Vehicle:    BLU 2014 HOND CRV RM4H5E  Reg: PC MA 543MM6  VIN: 2HKRM4H57EH676250

Narrative:
Reports he will be trying to repossess a vehicle from the Marriott parking lot. Repossession order faxed.

Narrative:
Reports vehicle has been repossessed without incident.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Entry</strong></th>
<th><strong>0658</strong></th>
<th><strong>0816</strong></th>
<th><strong>0856</strong></th>
<th><strong>0927</strong></th>
<th><strong>0959</strong></th>
<th><strong>1004</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type</strong></td>
<td>Phone - ALARM</td>
<td>Phone - ALARM</td>
<td>Walk-In - Theft Past</td>
<td>Phone - ROAD HAZARD</td>
<td>Radio - ROAD HAZARD</td>
<td>Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Status</strong></td>
<td>False Alarm</td>
<td>Logged</td>
<td>Report Due</td>
<td>Services Rendered</td>
<td>Logged</td>
<td>No report Due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Call Taker</strong></td>
<td>SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S</td>
<td>JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J</td>
<td>JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly</td>
<td>JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly</td>
<td>JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly</td>
<td>JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unit</strong></td>
<td>43 Patrol Daniel K Houston</td>
<td>45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas</td>
<td>45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas</td>
<td>41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH</td>
<td>41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH</td>
<td>42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Narrative</strong></td>
<td>Front Entry/Exit Burglary Alarm</td>
<td>Front door and motion alarm. Mall security to check on same.</td>
<td>Walk in party reports her wallet was stolen on 4/20/2016. Her credit card was stolen and $500 worth of gift cards was fraudulently purchased. See officer's report.</td>
<td>Officer reports picketers are at the entrance to The District.</td>
<td>Work crew was prepping catch basins for upcoming construction. Work is completed</td>
<td>Caller reports his wife was in the Shell station and there was a woman acting strange.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16-8684  1005  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  45  Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
       Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit:  41  Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative:
Party checks OK. Same was talking on her blue tooth.

16-8686  1014  Phone - ROAD HAZARD  No report Due
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  [BUR 491] HERB CHAMBERS HONDA OF BURLINGTON - 33 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Caller reports a car carrier unloading vehicles in the roadway.

16-8687  1036  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address:  62 BROOKSIDE LN @ RIDGEWOOD LN
Unit:  44  Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative:
Caller reports two suspicious males in area. One is the operator of NJ K90FBZ and the other male is walking wearing a yellow construction vest.

16-8688  1101  Phone - TRESPASSING  Report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  TRF014 - Detective Thomas R Fournier
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit:  64  Patrol William F Trelegan
       56  Detective Thomas R Fournier
Narrative:
Lahey Security reports two males that were trespassed at the beginning of the week are in the hospital.

16-8691  1124  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  No report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:  13 GEDICK RD
Unit:  42  Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Caller reports a suspicious gray van with an older male and
gray hair in neighborhood.

Narrative:
Party checks OK. Same was visiting a friend in the neighborhood.

16-8692  1129 Phone - WARRANT ARREST

Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit: 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 40 Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative:
Warrant of Apprehension to be served to a patient being discharged from Lahey Clinic. Docket # 201653MH0043.

Refer To Arrest: 16-8692-AR
Arrest: CONNORS, MICHAEL S
Address: 261 NEWBURY ST LOT 110 PEABODY, MA
Age: 54
Charges: WARRANT ARREST (OTHER AGENCY)

16-8693  1247 Initiated - MV STOP

Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 310 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MORAN AVE
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: GRN 1996 TOYT SE CAMRY USDXLE Reg: PC MA 474GV3 VIN: 4T1BG12K1TU945573
Narrative:
Citation issued for texting while driving.

16-8694  1253 Phone - Ambulance Request

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: [BUR 1859] NETBRAIN TECHNOLOGIES - 15 NETWORK DR Apt. #1
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Ambulance request

Narrative:
Patient refusal.

16-8696  1315 Initiated - MV STOP

Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 53 BEDFORD ST @ FAIRFAX ST
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: 2010 VOLV TT UNIT Reg: CO IA 46763
Narrative:
FEDEX TT unit stopped for truck restriction. Operator advised of new route to take.

16-8697  1318 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 53 SECOND AVE
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: WHI 2004 CHEV SE MALIBU LS Reg: PC MA 86053 VIN: 1G1ZT54884F216735
Vehicle: BLK 2007 TOYT RAVNEW  Reg: PC MA 334NZ0  VIN: JTMBD35V175092493
Towed: For: Accident By: A A A service To: owners own request
Narrative: Report of mv crash with no injury.
Narrative: C$45 assisted parties with paper exchange. One vehicle towed by owner's request. See officer's report.

16-8701 1454 Phone - Theft Past Services Rendered
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address: [BUR 2078] HOLLISTER - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Unit: 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative: Caller reports a past theft in which a female party fled the area with the merchandise.
Narrative: See report.

16-8703 1456 Phone - FIRE MULCH No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 183] BURLINGTON MARRIOTT - 1 MALL RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Unit: 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative: Handled by Burlington Fire.

16-8702 1457 Phone - Disabled MV Vehicle Towed
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BRO 2005 MERC SE MONTEG LUXURY  Reg: PC MA R6728  VIN: 1MEFM40175G610862
Towed: For: Hazard By: Neds Towing To: Ned's Towing
Narrative: DMV in the roadway.
Narrative: UNATTENDED VEHICLE PARKED ON ROADWAY. TOW AUTHORIZED BY 40.
Narrative: Ned's notified.
Narrative: VEHICLE REMOVED BY NEADS TOWING.

16-8704 1517 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: [BUR 151] BURGER KING - 52 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Unit: 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey
Vehicle: WHI 2013 MERZ SE C300 4MAAWD Reg: PC MA JF6740  VIN: WDDGF8AB2DG048405
Vehicle: BRO 2005 MERC SE MONTEG LUXURY  Reg: PC MA R6728  VIN: 1MEFM40175G610862
Narrative: (3) car mv crash, no pi. See crash report.
### 16-8705 1620 Phone - Ambulance Request Unfounded
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: BXSO62 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 14 BIRCHCREST ST Apt. #D8
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:
Caller reports no answer on call back to residence alarm

### 16-8706 1634 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: 17 THOMAS ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Narrative:
Caller requested ambulance for male party.

### 16-8707 1655 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 300 CAMBRIDGE ST @ TERRY AVE
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: BLK 2005 JEEP GRACHE  Reg: PC MA 3GW373 VIN: 1J4GR48K75C512646
Narrative:
Citation issued for texting.

### 16-8708 1701 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 53 BEDFORD ST @ FAIRFAAX ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle: BLU 2002 TOYT SE AVALON USXLXL Reg: PC MA 873EV7 VIN: 4T1BF28B62U245272
Narrative:
Mv stop

### 16-8709 1708 Phone - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: [BUR 116] BICKFORD’S FAMILY RESTAURANT - 8 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: RED 2003 DODG RAMTRU 350QUA Reg: CO MA S22686 VIN: 3D3MU48663G727088
Towed: For: Burned By: Murrays Towing
Narrative:
Caller reports DMV, smoke coming from vehicle. Fire Dept. notified and enroute.

### 16-8710 1720 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 579] FEDEX KINKOS - 54 MIDDLESEX TPKE
**Unit:** 44  Patrol Rameez Gandevia  
**Patrol:** Matthew W Creamer  
**Vehicle:** Reg: PC MA 2LM671  
**Narrative:**  
MV stop.  
**Narrative:**  
Warning issued for defective equipment (tail light)

---

**16-8711 1731 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital**  
**Call Taker:** EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD  
**Unit:** 42  Patrol Shane A Thomson  
**Narrative:**  
Caller reports difficulty breathing  
**Narrative:**  
Fire dept to transport 1 female to hospital.

---

**16-8713 1752 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued**  
**Call Taker:** BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti  
**Primary Id:** BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti  
**Location/Address:** CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 BEDFORD ST  
**Unit:** 62  Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti  
**Vehicle:** BLU 2004 BUIC SE PARAVE Reg: PC MA 88925 VIN: 1G4CW54K144154215  
**Narrative:**  
Registration violation.

---

**16-8714 1757 Walk-In - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged**  
**Call Taker:** EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST  
**Narrative:**  
Walk-in requests late child exchange in lobby logged.

---

**16-8715 1815 Initiated - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOU No report Due**  
**Call Taker:** BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti  
**Primary Id:** BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti  
**Location/Address:** 148 CAMBRIDGE ST @ CORPORATE DR  
**Unit:** 62  Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti  
**Narrative:**  
Officer reports finding a wallet with money and credit cards in the intersection while on patrol.  
**Narrative:**  
Dispatch unable to get a phone listing. Medfield PD to assist with notification.  
**Narrative:**  
Property control form 7633 completed. Owner to pick up at the station in the morning.

---

**16-8716 1827 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Report Due**  
**Call Taker:** GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough  
**Primary Id:** RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 651] MARSHALLS #355 - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST  
**Unit:** 44  Patrol Rameez Gandevia  
**Patrol:** Matthew W Creamer  
**Narrative:**  
Shoplifting at Marshalls, female party is detained.  
Refer To Arrest: 16-8716-AR  
**Arrest:** CONNORS, MARISSA A  
**Address:** 570 MOUNTAIN AVE REVERE, MA  
**Age:** 40  
**Charges:** UNLAWFUL DISTRIBUTION OF THEFT DETECTION SHEILDING DEVICE c266 §30B(a) SHOPLIFTING BY CONCEALING MDSE, 3RD OFF.
16-8718 | 2019 | Phone - Theft Past | Report Due
---|---|---|---
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative: Caller reports Iphone was stolen at the hospital but has tracking information available.

16-8721 | 2323 | Initiated - MV STOP | Citation/Warning Issued
---|---|---|---
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: EXIT 26 - ROUTE 3 N
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Vehicle: SIL 1999 HOND 4D ACCORD L Reg: PC NH 3150322 VIN: 1HGCG5541XA116055
Narrative: Verbal warning issued to operator of NH 3150322.

For Date: 04/22/2016 | Friday
16-8722 | 0013 | 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up | Arrest(s) Made
---|---|---|---
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Location/Address: 12 HALLMARK GDNS Apt. #10
Unit: 44 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Unit: 45 Patrol Gregory M Gough
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Narrative: 911 abandoned call. Spoke with a Female party on call back. She stated it was accidental.

Refer To Arrest: 16-8722-AR
Arrest: QUINLAN, BRIAN E
Address: 12 HALLMARK GDNS Apt. #10 BURLINGTON, MA
Age: 45
Charges: WARRANT ARREST (OTHER AGENCY)

16-8723 | 0057 | 911 - Harrassment | Logged
---|---|---|---
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 5 LANTERN LN
Unit: 44 Patrol Patrick M Lyons
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: GRY 2006 HYUN LL Reg: PC MA 2YP972
Narrative: Caller states he is being harrassed by a resident on the street. RP states he does not know the other party, but has had contact with him in the past.

Narrative: Spoke to the reporting party and advised him of options. Unable to make contact with the other party involved.

16-8745 | 0426 | Phone - REPOSSESSION | Logged
---|---|---|---
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 7 BARON PARK LN Apt. #11
Narrative: Repossession of MA Reg 2HE893.

16-8747 | 0651 | Phone - ALARM | Logged
**Commerical burg alarm.**

Confirmed accidental by employee. Checks ok.

**Call Taker:** AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels  
**Primary Id:** DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston  
**Location/Address:** 6 LINCOLN KNOLL LN  
**Unit:** 43 Patrol Daniel K Houston  
**Narrative:**

**16-8752  0835  Phone - Ambulance Request**  
**Transported to Hospital**  
**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Primary Id:** SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
**Location/Address:** 15 THISTLE RD  
**Unit:** 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey  
**Unit:** 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
**Narrative:**

Caller requests an ambulance at her mothers house at the above address.

Fire Dept notified.

Resident transported to lahey.

**16-8753  0847  Phone - ALARM**  
**False Alarm**  
**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Primary Id:** SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
**Location/Address:** 15 SPARHAWK DR  
**Unit:** 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
**Unit:** 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
**Narrative:**

Operator 6399 reports entry exit residential alarm.

Checks okay. Resident having a problem with alarm system.

**16-8754  0849  911 - Ambulance Request**  
**Services Rendered**  
**Call Taker:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
**Primary Id:** EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey  
**Location/Address:** 3 FRANCIS RD  
**Unit:** 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey  
**Narrative:**

Ambulance request / BFD advised.

Fire Department handled same.

**16-8755  0855  Phone - ALARM**  
**Logged**  
**Call Taker:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
**Primary Id:** DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 2128] JARED - 8 WAYSIDE RD  
**Unit:** 48 Patrol David M McLean, DM  
**Narrative:**

Alarm company reports alarm activation.

Checks ok, employees on scene.

**16-8757  0921  Phone - Lockout**  
**No report Due**  
**Call Taker:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
**Location/Address:** 86 WILMINGTON RD  
**Unit:** 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey  
**Narrative:**

Caller reports being locked out of her home.
Fire Dept notified.

Same assisted.

**16-8759 1035 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital**

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 265 WINN ST Apt. #104
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

Fire dept transported

**16-8761 1110 Phone - Animal Complaint No report Due**

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 12 IRENE ST
Unit: A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative: Resident reports his dog was attacked by neighbors dog.

Dogs to be quarantined, State report to completed.

**16-8762 1147 Phone - Assault Past Report Due**

Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id: DM0097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: 110 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 48 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Unit: 48 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative: Caller reports a past assault.

See report.

**16-8763 1203 Phone - Animal Complaint Gone on Arrival**

Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Caller reports a dog locked inside a m/v.

Gone prior to arrival.

**16-8764 1211 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued**

Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 424 CAMBRIDGE ST @ COUNTY RD
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: 2015 JEEP CHEROKEE Reg: PC AL 43DS751
Narrative: Speeding violation.

**16-8766 1222 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued**

Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 324 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 WILMINGTON RD
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: 2015 HYUN SONATA Reg: PC MA 3KL187
Narrative: Speeding violation.
16-8769 1248 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:  3 CHESTNUT AVE
Unit:  48 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Reports susp. female knocked on her door

16-8768 1251 Phone - Ambulance Request No report Due
Call Taker:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id:  BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address:  81 BEDFORD ST Apt. #A
Unit:  62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:
Caller reports severe abdominal pain.
Handled by unit 41.

16-8770 1253 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  125 WINN ST @ 96 CENTER ST
Unit:  45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle:
Vehicle:  WHI 2001 NISS SE ALTIMA XEGXES Reg: PC MA 1VJ772 VIN: 1N4DL01D01C121966
Vehicle:  Reg: PC MA 365865
Narrative:
Reports m/v crash
C#45 reports this was a verbal argument between two drivers.
No damage observed to either vehicle.

16-8771 1256 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  [BUR 628] BIRCHCREST ARMS SENIOR HOUSING - 15 BIRCHCREST ST
Narrative:
Caller reports an elderly female fell.
Fire Department transported same

16-8772 1334 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  281 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit:  43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Vehicle:
Vehicle:  BGE 1998 NISS 4D ALTIMA Reg: PC NH 3943203 VIN: 1N4DL01D2WC222966
Towed:  For: Accident By: Neds Towing To: Neds Towing
Vehicle:  BRO 1998 TOYT 4D COROLLA Reg: PC MA 7052XN VIN: 2T1BR12E8WC100472
Towed:  For: Accident By: Neds Towing To: Neds Towing
Vehicle:  GRN 2000 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 6AGF80 VIN: 4T1BG22K1YU980160
Towed:  For: Accident By: Owners own request To: owners own request
Narrative:
Reports m/v crash
C#45 reports 3 vehicle crash. Two vehicles towed by Neds.
All parties refused medical treatment. See officer's report.
16-8774 1416 Phone - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 2284] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 31 MALL RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

Narrative:
Patient transported to Lahey Clinic by Burlington Fire.

16-8775 1453 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 229] CAMBRIDGE SAVINGS BANK - 214 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 48 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Unit: 59 Detective Annemarie Browne, A
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Operator Jamie reports panic alarm.

Narrative:
checks ok

16-8776 1506 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 5 MAKECHNIE RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative:
Caller reports receiving a call at 2000 hrs last night from a company called Kompass Solutions stating they had a virus and would fix it if given a credit card.

Narrative:
Resident was locked our of their computer from a suspect in possibly Singapore who demanded $216.00 that was charged on the callers credit card which was provided to the unknown suspect. Resident was advised to cancel the credit card and will have her son reformat her computer and set up new passwords.

16-8777 1510 Other - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 1534] BANK OF AMERICA - 11 CENTER ST
Unit: 44 Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative:
Officer reports assisting with a mv lockout.

16-8778 1609 Phone - MV Complaint No report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: 128 WILMINGTON RD
Unit: 48 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Caller reports an unknown vehicle is parked at the end of her driveway.

Narrative:
Veh goa. RP advised to complete no trespass and send certified mail.

16-8779 1624 911 - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Burlington PD Media log

Dispatch Log From: 04/19/2016 Thru: 04/25/2016 0000 - 2359 Printed: 04/27/2016

Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: [BUR 1214] BURLINGTON POST OFFICE - 5 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BRO 2007 TOYT SE CAMRY USBASE Reg: PC MA D12 VIN: 4T1BE46K77U101156
Narrative:
Male party on foot outside post office, altered mental state. Fire dept. notified and enroute.

Narrative:
Party walked back to original starting location, 616 Farms Dr.

Narrative:
BFD transported one.

16-8781 1701 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 3 GREAT PINES AVE
Unit: 45 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Caller requests an ambulance for 3 yo child may have swallowed a screw. Fire Dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Caller cancelled the call. FD returned to quarters.

Narrative:
Checked with resident, no emergency. RP will be transporting child to hospital for precautionary reasons.

16-8782 1703 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: WINN ST @ ROUTE 128 S
Unit: 42 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
MVC at bottom of ramp.

Narrative:
Gone on arrival.

16-8784 1715 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 1882] SHELL - 61 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Caller requested assistance with person attempting to transport her children.

Narrative:
Well-being of children are fine. See officer's report.

16-8786 1748 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 44 Patrol Rameez Gandeva
Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Vehicle: GRN 2004 JEEP UT GRACHE Reg: PC MA 2FBA50 VIN: 1J4GW48SX4C418820
Towed: For: Hazard By: Neds Towing To: owners own request
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE.
NEDS TOW REMOVED VEHICLE.

16-8787  1752  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  18 HILLSDALE AVE
Unit:  K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
RP reports her husband is having abdominal issues.

16-8788  1801  Phone - PARKING  Logged
Call Taker:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Primary Id:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address:  33 TERRACE HALL AVE
Unit:  45 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
RP reports two vehicles parked on the sidewalk and partially in the roadway. Same believes it is a possible road hazard.

16-8789  1819  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 112 MALL RD
Unit:  64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  BLK 2015 FIAT CP 500  Reg: PC MA 24MH99 VIN: 3C3CFFAR8FT500189
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE, INSPECTION STICKER VIOLATION, AND REGISTRATION NOT IN POSSESSION. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

16-8790  1821  Phone - Theft Past  Report Due
Call Taker:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Primary Id:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address:  [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit:  42 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Unit:  44 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit:  45 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Unit:  45 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Loss prevention reports three teenage females shoplifted various makeup items valued at over $100. Same fled to the area of Chipotle.

16-8793  1947  Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL  Report Due
Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address:  [BUR 695] DSW DESIGNER SHOE WAREHOUSE - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  45 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Caller reports shoplifter from previous incident is in the store.

Shop lifting attempt made see report.

16-8795 2126 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: 200 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 NETWORK DR
Unit: 44 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative: MV stop.

16-8796 2137 911 - DISTURBANCE Logged
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: 13 BEACON ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Unit: 41 Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 45 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Unit: 44 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle: BLK 2007 MERC SE MILAN MILPRE Reg: PC MA 77GR82 VIN: 3MEHM02157R667815
Narrative: Caller reports verbal argument with resident.

same in regards to road rage - settled same

16-8797 2151 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST Apt. #52
Unit: 44 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: Suspicious person.

Party was released to his brother Ted Small.
Refer To P/C: 16-8797-AR
P/C: SMALL, WILLIAM J JR
Address: 26 BEACON ST Apt. #66E BURLINGTON, MA
Age: 50
Charges: PROTECTIVE CUSTODY

16-8799 2219 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: [BUR 213] CABOT HOUSE INC. - 66 MALL RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle: GRY 2000 MERC SE GRAND Reg: PC MA 4EX953 VIN: 2MEFM74W9YX617267
Narrative: Citation issued for no inspection.

For Date: 04/23/2016 - Saturday

16-8806 0035 911 - MV B & E Report Due
Call Taker: GMGI25 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 4 HANSEN AVE
Unit: 42  Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
Unit: 48  Patrol Michael P Minichiello  
Unit: 44  Patrol Ashley M Daniels  
Unit: 40  Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D  
Unit: 41  Sergeant Kevin M Cooney  
Vehicle: RED 2004 ACUR SE ATL Reg: PC MA 35ZH27 VIN: 19UUA662X4A071198  
Narrative:  
RP states possible MV B&E in progress.  
Narrative:  
Ned's notified.  
Narrative:  
Arrest made, see report.  
Narrative:  
Tow company advised of update.  
Narrative:  
Ned's on scene.  

Refer To Arrest: 16-8806-AR  
Arrest: AMICO, KEVIN  
Address: 60 ALMONT ST Apt. #2 MEDFORD, MA  
Age: 46  
Charges: B&E VEHICLE/BOAT NIGHTTIME FOR FELONY  

16-8807 0057 911 - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Logged  
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough  
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 59 CAMBRIDGE ST  
Unit: 48  Patrol Michael P Minichiello  
Unit: 42  Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
Unit: 40  Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D  
Unit: 41  Sergeant Kevin M Cooney  
Vehicle: GRN 2000 HOND SE CIVIC USLX Reg: PC MA 6JFV40 VIN: 1HGEJ6572YL022444  
Narrative:  
MV crash with injuries, fire notified. MSP on scene.  
Narrative:  
Mass DOT notified of streets lights.  
Narrative:  
MSP to handle.  

16-8809 0200 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged  
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough  
Primary Id: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough  
Location/Address: 9 NEVADA RD  
Narrative:  
RP states someone banged against him home three times. He stated he checked the area outside his home and also checked the neighborhood. He stated he had negative contact with anyone and wanted the activity logged.  

16-8812 0431 Phone - ALARM False Alarm  
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough  
Primary Id: MMP103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello  
Location/Address: [BUR 260] CHILI'S GRILL & BAR #9 - 108 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit: 48  Patrol Michael P Minichiello  
Narrative:  
Commercial burglar alarm, kitchen door.  
Narrative:  
Accidental by cleaner.  

16-8813 0501 Radio - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 160] BURLINGTON CAR WASH - 310 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative: Checked well being of female standing by the road, who stated she was waiting for bus, checks okay.

16-8814 0631 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GMG125 - Patrol Gregory M Gough
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 235 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #107
Unit: 44  Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative: Ambulance request, fire notified.

Patrol: No report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 1488] MERCEDES BENZ OF BURLINGTON - 80 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 42  Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Unit: 43  Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Electric room alarm. No responder at this time.

16-8818 0831 Phone - ALARM No report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 1696] COMCAST SPORTSNET - 42 THIRD AVE
Unit: 45  Patrol Nicholas A Saledas
Unit: 42  Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Unable to access interior of building for electrical room alarm.

16-8819 1020 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 6 BELMONT RD
Unit: 42  Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: Elderly female fell down a set of stairs. Same is conscious and alert at this time, with a possible hip injury. BFD notified.

16-8822 1241 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nicholas A Saledas
16-8823  1248 Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 651] MARSHALLS OUTSIDE BENCH - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: DESK Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative: Female party walked into the front lobby to report find jewelry next to bench; unknown owner's information at this time. Property has been logged for safe keeping.

16-8824  1254 Phone - MV Hit & Run Report Due
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 649] MARKET BASKET INC. - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Vehicle: BLU 2013 SUBA OUTBCK 25I Reg: PC MA 7507TM VIN: 4S4BRBKC0D3215220
Vehicle: RED 2012 FORD SE FUSION FUSION Reg: PC MA 635NJ5 VIN: 3FAHP0GA9CR147442
Narrative: Reports m/v crash
Narrative: See Officers report.
Refer To Summons: 16-8824-AR
Summons: MANGAN, WILLIAM J
Address: 249 HIGHLAND AVE ARLINGTON, MA
Age: 71
Charges: LEAVE SCENE OF PROPERTY DAMAGE

16-8825  1300 911 - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: [BUR 2284] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 31 MALL RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Ambulance request
Narrative: PT refusal to Burlington Fire.

16-8826  1310 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address: [BUR 1666] LORD BARON - 8 BARON PARK LN Apt. #20
Unit: 48 Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative: Mother reported she dropped her six month old baby. Same is conscious and crying. BFD notified.
Narrative: Child transported to hospital byn FD.

16-8828  1403 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 25 ADAMS ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: 47 year old female vomiting and has stomach pain. BFD
Female transported to Lahey.

16-8829 1417 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: 7 PEACH ORCHARD RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Female party stated her house alarm was going off and dialed 911 by accident. Unit dispatched to confirm.

16-8830 1430 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: RAYS B SHOP - 214A CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Caller reports a male party is staggering and appears disoriented; BFD notified.

16-8831 1449 Phone - Lockout No report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 2202] NORDSTROM - POLE #17 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Mall security cancelled police response.

16-8832 1516 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Location/Address: 913 ARBORETUM WAY
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative:
52 year old female vomiting. BFD notified.

16-8833 1520 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 144] BEST BUY - 84 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Vehicle: BRO 2013 HOND LL CRVSPO Reg: PC MA 3KXF20 VIN: 5J6RM4H58DL022247
Narrative:
Minor crash, assisted operators with info exchange

16-8835 1724 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 1104] RAHANIS PARK - 70 MILL ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 177SN5
16-8837  1733 Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker:  EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Location/Address:  [BUR 1260] DUNKIN DONUTS - 240 MIDDLESEX TPKE EXT
Unit:  DISP Patrol Edward J Mackey
Narrative:  Reports finding purse in parking lot

16-8836  1735 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  [BUR 1104] RAHANIS PARK - 70 MILL ST
Unit:  48 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle:  Reg: PC MA RS77NJ
Narrative:  Warning issued for speeding.

16-8839  1753 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  31 ELLEN RD
Unit:  K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:  Caller requests ambulance for 82 yr old male party having problems breathing - Disp.unit to area fire notified

16-8840  1832 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker:  EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id:  RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address:  [BUR 1697] LONDIS FAMOUS ROAST BEEF/PIZZA - 85 WILMINGTON RD
Unit:  45 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Vehicle:  WHI 2013 VOLV SE S60 T5 Reg: PC MA 882MS2 VIN: YV1612FS3D1218990
Vehicle:  YEL 1998 MERC SE MARQUI GRANGS Reg: PC MA 688BR7 VIN: 2MEFM74W6X695844
Narrative:  Reports m/v crash

16-8843  1940 Phone - Restraining Order Violatio Report Due
Call Taker:  EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  [BUR 1365] CHICK-FIL-A - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:  Reports ex-boyfriend violated Restraining order

16-8844  2002 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  [BUR 1267] PLANET FITNESS - 40 RAY AVE
Unit:  48 Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Front entry alarm.
Narrative:
Appears secure. No responder.

16-8845
2028 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: 1 PARK DR @ WILMINGTON RD
Unit: 42 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle: GRY 1994 FORD LL BRONCO U100 Reg: PC MA 3FD251 VIN: 1FMEU15H7RLB47244
Narrative:
1 Citation issued for speeding (47/30).

16-8846
2110 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: 209 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle: GRY 2007 MERZ GL450 Reg: PC MA RT12RB VIN: 4JGBF71E67A275933
Narrative:
1 Citation issued for no headlights on.

16-8847
2127 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 696] MILLIPORE - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle: GRY 2008 TOYT HIGHLA Reg: PC MA 161GH8 VIN: JTEES41A282083747
Narrative:
Citation issued for no headlights, no registration in possession.

16-8848
2218 Phone - Youth Complaint Unfounded
Call Taker: EJM044 - Patrol Edward J Mackey
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Location/Address: 1 MCCAFFERTY WAY
Unit: 45 Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Narrative:
Youth complaint
Narrative:
Unable to locate, area is quiet.

16-8851
2239 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 5 ROLLING LN
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
CP requests ambulance - same is having chest pains.
Disp.unit to area. Fire Dept.notified
Narrative:
Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.

16-8853
2335 Phone - DISTURBANCE Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 1093] MARRIOTT HOTEL - 1 MALL RD
Unit: 42 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
Manager from the Marriott requests assistance for a minor disturbance between a guest and the DJ. Disp. unit to area.

Narrative:
Verbal dispute over music. Management to handle.

For Date: 04/24/2016  - Sunday

16-8862  0046  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:  SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Location/Address:  [BUR 1430] CAMBRIDGE STREET AUTO REPAIR - 181 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  43 Patrol Stephen C Cross
Narrative:
General burg alarm - no responder at this time.

Narrative:
Building appears secure.

16-8865  0117  Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT  No report Due
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address:  98 BEACON ST @ WINN ST
Unit:  42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Unit:  43 Patrol Stephen C Cross
Unit:  48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Unit:  40 Sergeant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Unit:  42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Caller reports a loud gathering in the area.

Narrative:
Units report a family gathering that was dispersing. Involved parties agreed to shut the music off.

16-8866  0122  Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTI Logged
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  [BUR 1895] OVERLOOK PARK - OVERLOOK AVE
Vehicle:  GRY 2002 HOND SE CIVIC ES1652 Reg: PC MA 114YC2 VIN: 2HGES16532H599355
Narrative:
Suspicious vehicle with male and female occupants located at the top of hill.

Operator issued citation for MV Trespassing. Parties sent on their way.

16-8867  0133  Phone - Well Being Check  Unfounded
Call Taker:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location:  128 SOUTH
Unit:  42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Unit:  48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
MSP reports a possible suicidal individual near 128 S near exit 34.

Narrative:
Spoke with MSP. Report of a dmv at this time.

Narrative:
I 95 North and South check negative for any DMV or persons on foot.

16-8868  0140  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
16-8871 0216 911 - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #312
Unit: 43 Patrol Stephen C Cross
Unit: 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative: Ambulance request. BFD notified.
Narrative: 74 year old female transported by FD ambulance.

16-8872 0517 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 260] CHILI'S GRILL & BAR #9 - 108 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative: Commercial burg alarm.
Narrative: Cleaner can not turn off alarm. Same states he has attempted to report it to his boss but nothing gets done about it. Notification will be made to the day command to see if they can talk to a manager at Chili's.

16-8873 0553 911 - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: SCC039 - Patrol Stephen C Cross
Location/Address: 27 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Stephen C Cross
Narrative: Ambulance request. BFD notified.
Narrative: Male transported to Lahey by FD ambulance.

16-8874 0628 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 819] PEARLE VISION - 74 MALL RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Stephen C Cross
Narrative: Commercial burg alarm.
Narrative: False alarm. Checks ok
Narrative: Appears secure.

16-8875 0715 911 - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 132 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 42 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Ambulance request. BFD notified.
Narrative:
**16-8876** 0824  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transferred to Hospital

Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J  
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
Location/Address: [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST Apt. #68C  
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
Narrative: Male party having trouble breathing.  

**16-8877** 0826  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  No report Due

Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J  
Location/Address: 80 ALGONQUIN DR @ TERRACE HALL AVE  
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R  
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Doherty  
Vehicle: WHI 2012 NISS FRONTI Reg: PC MA 556XY2 VIN: 1N6BD0CT6CC409221  
Narrative: Caller reports a male party in a white pick up truck has been idling in his vehicle for over 15 minutes.  

**16-8878** 0830  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  No report Due

Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J  
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Location/Address: 20 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #E  
Unit: 44 Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Narrative: 9-1-1 mis dial. Unit dispatched to confirm.  

**16-8879** 1054  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Services Rendered

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
Location/Address: [BUR 733] NED’S TOWING - 49 MIDDLESEX TFKE  
Unit: 44 Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Unit: 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
Narrative: Caller reports she threw her keys in the clothing donation box.  

**16-8880** 1128  Phone - ROAD HAZARD  Logged

Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J  
Location/Address: 124 LEXINGTON ST @ SOUTH BEDFORD ST  
Unit: 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R  
Unit: 44 Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Narrative: Verizon worker working on a pole with no detail. Picketer have since blocked his truck in and are not allowing him to leave.  

**16-8881** 1353  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm

Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J  
Location/Address: [BUR 1967] AMRI - 20 BLANCHARD RD  
Unit: 45 Patrol Shane A Thomson
**16-8882** 1423  Phone - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital

**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Primary Id:** SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD  
**Unit:** 45 Patrol Shane A Thomson  

**Narrative:** 
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

**Narrative:** 
Fire Dept transported resident to Lahey Hospital.

**16-8883** 1503 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival

**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Primary Id:** SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
**Location/Address:** 315 ARBORETUM WAY  
**Unit:** 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
**Unit:** 44 Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
**Unit:** 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  

**Narrative:** 
Resident reports three males walking around the apartments looking in windows.

**Narrative:**
GOA

**16-8884** 1528 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged

**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Primary Id:** SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder  
**Location/Address:** WOOJEON RESTAURANT - 3 OLD CONCORD RD  

**Narrative:** 
911 caller reports no emergency. Detailing Officer responding inside to checks area.

**Narrative:**
Detail Officer reports call was accidental.

**16-8885** 1540 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due

**Call Taker:** JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J  
**Primary Id:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
**Location/Address:** 3 COOK RD  
**Vehicle:** WHI 2014 CHEV 4D CRUZE  
**Reg:** PC MA 543ZPA  
**VIN:** 1G1PF5SB9E7418637  

**Narrative:** 
Caller reports a single car crash in her yard.

**Narrative:**
Fire Dept handled same.

**Narrative:**
Left voice message on DPW phone reporting "children caution" sign was hit from a mv crash.

**16-8886** 1543 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged

**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1054] SPORT CLIPS - 10 WALL ST  
**Unit:** 45 Patrol Shane A Thomson  

**Narrative:**
Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.
BFD HANDLED.

16-8887 1555 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 2085] BRAHIMS JEWELRY - 266 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative: Operator 106 reports first floor motion alarm.
Narrative: Alarm Company canceled same.

16-8888 1628 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle: BLK 2015 JEEP LL CHEROKEE Reg: PC NY GAV5446 VIN: 1C4RJFCG8FC620070
Narrative: MV stop by Legal Seafood.
Narrative: Citation issued for HP Placard Misuse. HP Ticket issued.

16-8889 1629 Phone - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 1217] ST MARGARET'S PARISH - 111 WINN ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative: Caller reports a red Ford F150 PU driving SB on Winn St operating erratic.
Narrative: Woburn PD notified.
Narrative: Checked the area and was unable to locate reported vehicle.

16-8891 1703 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE
Narrative: Guest of Room 327 was trying to call out of hotel.
Narrative: Called front desk and spoke with employee. Same checks okay.

16-8892 1721 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Summoned
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative: Loss Prevention reports detaining a shoplifter.
Narrative: $204 worth of merchandise taken. Summons to be issued. See report

Refer To Summons: 16-8892-AR
Summons: HAYES, KELLIE
Address: 16 ALDEN RD WEYMOUTH, MA
Age: 41
16-8894 1806 Phone - DISTURBANCE Report Due

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: [BUR 2275] BARE ESCENTUALS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Unit: 41 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative: Employee reports male tackled female. Several calls stating female with a knife.

Refer To Arrest: 16-8894-AR
Arrest: SANTOS, JENNIFER R
Address: 35 HEATHER DR METHUEN, MA
Age: 30
Charges: LARCENY OVER $250
A&B ASSAULT W/DANGEROUS WEAPON

16-8895 1815 Walk-In - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged

Call Taker: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Location/Address: [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
Narrative: Resident reports a violation of custody agreement. Child was returned late.

16-8896 1903 911 - DISTURBANCE Report Due

Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE Apt. #327
Unit: 41 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Unit: 44 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative: Front desk employee reported numerous noise complaints, and believes same is a verbal domestic disturbance.

Narrative: Non criminal verbal argument, see officers report.

16-8898 1956 Walk-In - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged

Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: 36 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Narrative: Walk-in party requested assistance in obtaining personal property from her father's car. Unit dispatched to the residence to see if anyone was home at this time.

Narrative: Party will bring property into station tomorrow around 4p

16-8899 2015 Walk-In - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDA Report Due

Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 15 ARDMORE AVE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative: Resident reported someone tried to set their fence on fire. Officer dispatched for initial report, and Inspector Redfern to follow up.

Narrative:
16-8900  2038  911 - MV Complaint  Unfounded
Call Taker:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: WINN ST
Unit:  44  Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Vehicle:  RED 2001 FORD SE TAURUS SE  Reg:  PC MA 2SS543  VIN: 1FAPF53UX1G131257

Narrative: Officer reports unable to locate. Woburn notified.

For Date: 04/25/2016  -  Monday
16-8921  0159  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 1430] CAMBRIDGE STREET AUTO REPAIR - 181 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  42  Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Unit:  46  Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative: Motion Alarm
Narrative: Checks OK.

16-8934  0542  Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  32 STONEYBROOK RD
Unit:  46  Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative: Assist with a part who fell.
Narrative: Fire Dept to handle.

16-8935  0644  Phone - Water Leaks  No report Due
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  7 MAPLE RIDGE RD
Narrative: RP reports possible water break.
Narrative: DFW notified.

16-8936  0647  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vicinity of:  [BUR 213] CABOT HOUSE INC. - 66 MALL RD
Unit:  46  Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Unit:  48  Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle:  GRN 2010 TOYT SE COROLL LE  Reg: PC MA 991TP3  VIN: 2T1BU4EE2AC354442
Narrative: MV Stop
Narrative: Citation was issued.

16-8938  0703  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  141 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 FOURTH AVE
**Unit:** 46  Patrol Lyn M Reynolds  
**Vehicle:** BLK 2013 FORD ESCAPE U9H  Reg: PC MA 767TJ2  VIN: 1FMCU9H94DUB22931  
**Narrative:**  
Mv Stop  
**Narrative:** Citation was issued.

**16-8940**  
**0815 Phone - ALARM**  
**False Alarm**  
**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Location/Address:** 53 MILL ST  
**Unit:** 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
**Narrative:** Operator 4388 reports interior motion residential alarm.  
**Narrative:** Simply Safe Alarm reports false alarm.

**16-8948**  
**1000 Phone - Assault Past**  
**No report Due**  
**Call Taker:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
**Location/Address:** 5 BARON PARK LN Apt. #12  
**Unit:** 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R  
**Unit:** 48 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr  
**Narrative:** Caller reports he was assaulted by a contractor  
**Narrative:** Disagreement reports between residence. No assault.

**16-8949**  
**1013 Phone - Ambulance Request**  
**Services Rendered**  
**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Primary Id:** SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
**Location/Address:** 15 OXBOW LN  
**Unit:** 43 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
**Narrative:** Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.  
**Narrative:** Fire dept handled no transport.

**16-8950**  
**1030 Initiated - MV STOP**  
**Citation/Warning Issued**  
**Call Taker:** BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti  
**Primary Id:** BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti  
**Location/Address:** 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 53 SECOND AVE  
**Unit:** 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti  
**Unit:** 44 Patrol John E Lynch III  
**Vehicle:** GRY 2006 HOND ODY  Reg: PC MA 28JM46  VIN: 5FNRL38756B000944  
**Narrative:** Inspection and registration violation.

**16-8951**  
**1037 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up**  
**Logged**  
**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly  
**Primary Id:** RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R  
**Location/Address:** [BUR 1859] NETBRAIN TECHNOLOGIES - 15 NETWORK DR Apt. #1  
**Unit:** 42 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R  
**Narrative:** 911 abandoned call. No answer on call back.  
**Narrative:** calling international done accidental

**16-8952**  
**1046 Initiated - MV STOP**  
**Citation/Warning Issued**  
**Call Taker:** BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti  
**Primary Id:** BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti  
**Location/Address:** 76 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 SOUTH AVE  
**Unit:** 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
16-8953  
**1047 Phone - Ambulance Request**  
Transported to Hospital

**Call Taker:** RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes

**Primary Id:** JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III

**Location/Address:** 76 LEXINGTON ST

**Unit:** 44 Patrol John E Lynch III

**Narrative:** Elderly female having trouble breathing.

**Narrative:** FD ambulance transported patient to Lahey ER.

16-8955  
**1125 Phone - Well Being Check**  
Gone on Arrival

**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly

**Primary Id:** KMD089 - Sergeant Kevin M Doherty

**Location/Address:** ROUTE 128 S @ CAMBRIDGE ST

**Unit:** 44 Patrol John E Lynch III

**Unit:** 41 Sergeant Kevin M Doherty

**Narrative:** Caller reports male in a white top walking onto Route 95S at Cambridge St.

**Narrative:** Checked area with negative results. Subject gone on arrival.

16-8956  
**1226 Initiated - PARKING**  
Citation/Warning Issued

**Call Taker:** GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G

**Primary Id:** GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G

**Location/Address:** GLEN AVE

**Unit:** 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G

**Vehicle:** BLK 2009 MERZ SE C63 Reg: PC MA 55TL77 VIN: WDDGF77X79F291508

**Vehicle:** GRY 2014 CHEV SILVER K25HEA Reg: CO MA R51366 VIN: 1GC0KXC0G0E105623

**Narrative:** no parking / wrong way violations.

16-8957  
**1234 Initiated - MV STOP**  
Citation/Warning Issued

**Call Taker:** BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti

**Primary Id:** BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti

**Location/Address:** WILMINGTON RD @ 11 BEAVERBROOK RD

**Unit:** 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti

**Vehicle:** BLK 2010 NISS UT ROGUE Reg: PC MA 593VA2 VIN: JN8AS5MV4AW101286

**Narrative:** Speeding violation.

16-8958  
**1316 Initiated - PARKING**  
Citation/Warning Issued

**Call Taker:** GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G

**Primary Id:** GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G

**Location/Address:** [BUR 1102] SIMONDS PARK - 16 BEDFORD ST

**Unit:** 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G

**Vehicle:** GRY 2014 FORD LL ESCAPE Reg: PC MA 1YG267 VIN: 1FMCU9GX8EUD97753

**Vehicle:** GRY 2011 HOND VN ODSSE Reg: PC MA 369LP5 VIN: 5FNRL5H90BB001037

**Vehicle:** RED 2005 CHEV SE COBALT Reg: PC MA 24KF54 VIN: 1G1AK52F757553121

**Vehicle:** WHI 2002 SUBA LEGACY OUTAMP Reg: PC MA 82X950 VIN: 4S3BH675827638013

**Vehicle:** BLU 2006 HOND VN ODSSE Reg: PC MA 3AVJ40 VIN: 5FNRL38736B025955

**Vehicle:** RED 2007 FORD SE FIVHUN SEL Reg: PC MA 636DA4 VIN: 1FAHP24137G161656

**Narrative:** Vehicles ticketed for being parked in Simonds lot over four hours.

16-8960  
**1339 Phone - Ambulance Request**  
Transported to Hospital

**Call Taker:** JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
16-8962  1343  Phone - ROAD HAZARD  Unfounded
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  [BUR 1321] MCDONALDS RESTAURANT - 55 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  43  Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:

16-8963  1354  Radio - Animal Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  3 REED ST
Unit:  A1  Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:

16-8965  1422  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Logged
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address:  [BUR 1488] MERCEDES BENZ OF BURLINGTON - 80 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  44  Patrol John E Lynch III
Unit:  45  Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle:  BLK 2016 MERZ SE CLA250 4MATIC  Reg: PC MA 5ZZX50  VIN: WDDSJ4GB3GN300820
Narrative:

16-8967  1439  Phone - CREDIT CARD MISUSE  Report Due
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  [BUR 833] ROCKLAND TRUST COMPANY - 85 WILMINGTON RD
Unit:  DESK  Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:

16-8968  1443  Phone - DISTURBANCE  No report Due
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:  [BUR 1862] BUFFALO WILD WINGS - 15 SOUTH AVE
Unit:  45  Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Unit:  43  Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit:  41  Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative:

Female party reports multiple unauthorized transactions were withdrawn from her bank account at Rockland Trust; see officer report.
Narrative:
gone on arrival.

16-8969  
1453 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  229 MILL ST
Unit:  40 Lieutenant Glen A Mills
Narrative:
Calling party reports a male party possibly casing the house; Units dispatched.

Narrative:
Officer's report a contractor is on scene, everything checks ok.

16-8971  
1502 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  45 CENTER ST
Narrative:
Uber driver reports locating a purse inside his mv. Owner was contacted. Purse will be logged and held for safe keeping.

16-8972  
1527 Walk-In - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIE Logged
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Walk in party requests to have logged a minor mv accident between MA REG 2AH975 & MA REG 2HMM70. Both parties exchanged paper work.

16-8973  
1532 Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency Services Rendered
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location:  [OOT] TYNGSBOROUGH
Unit:  63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:
Assist agency ;DRE.

16-8974  
1534 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:  JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address:  [BUR 308] CVS - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  44 Patrol John E Lynch III
Narrative:
Ambulance request for female who has fallen outside CVS

Narrative:
Patient transported to Lahey by BFD ambulance.

16-8975  
1647 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker:  EWKS516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address:  [BUR 767] SISTER THRIFT - 374 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Unit:  48 Patrol John R Thompson
Towed:  For: Accident By: Automotive Tech & Trans To: Automotive Tech & Trans
Vehicle:  GRY 2004 JEEP LL LIBERT RENEGA Reg: PC MA VT22826 VIN: 1J8GL38K64W212247
Towed:  For: Accident By: Automotive Tech & Trans To: Automotive Tech & Trans
Narrative:
2 car mva
Burlington PD Media log
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AT&T towing enroute, 2 tows required.

Narrative:
Both vehicles towed from scene, see crash report

16-8976  1702  Initiated - PARKING  No report Due

Call Taker:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Primary Id:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  [BUR 2202] NORDSTROM - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  42  Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle:  GRY 2001 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 536GY6  VIN: 4T1BG22K91U015195
Narrative:
Towed vehicle. Female operator transported by Burlington Taxi. Seized revoked plates. HP ticket issued.

16-8977  1726  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured

Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  SIROCE ELECTRIC - 25 B ST
Unit:  43  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
American Alarm reports alarm sounding at 25 B St - Disp.unit to area

16-8978  1740  Walk-In - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Report Due

Call Taker:  TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Primary Id:  TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Location/Address:  36 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Narrative:
Resident requests assistance with adult daughter in need of services. Party advised of court process and report to be filed.

16-8979  1806  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital

Call Taker:  JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  [BUR 662] TOWARD INDIVIDUAL LIVING/LEARNING - 25 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit:  43  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Caller is requesting an ambulance for a resident who fell and hit her head. Same is conscious and alert.

Narrative:
Patient transported to hospital by BFD.

16-8980  1823  Initiated - Disabled MV  Services Rendered

Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  [BUR 160] BURLINGTON CAR WASH - 310 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  43  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:  GRY 2000 HOND SE ACCORD USLX  Reg: PC MA 945CK4  VIN: 1HGCG1645YA092058
Narrative:
Assisted party with pushing the vehicle into a parking lot. Same has AAA en-route.

16-8984  1931  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Report Due

Call Taker:  EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedo
Location/Address:  60 WINN ST @ WINNMORE AVE
Unit:  K9  Patrol Joseph M Papsedo
Unit:  53  Lieutenant Paul S O' Meara
Unit:  45  Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle:  WHI 2000 FORD RANGER SUPER  Reg: PC MA 3BA591  VIN: 1FTZR15V9YTB34555
Vehicle: BLU 2006 CADI 4D STS Reg: PC NH 3572396 VIN: 1G6DC67A760215817
Narrative:
2 car mvc.
Narrative:
AT&T towing enroute.
Narrative:
See report.

16-8986 1950 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWKS16 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 200 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 NETWORK DR
Unit: 43 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: GRY 2015 FORD SE FUSION POP Reg: PC MA EV6275 VIN: 3FA6P0P0U8R299265
Narrative:
MV stop.
Narrative:
Citation issued for speeding.

16-8987 2006 911 - MV Complaint Unfounded
Call Taker: EWKS16 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 37 BEDFORD ST @ COLLEEN CIR
Unit: 43 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Caller reports erratic motorcycle driver.
Narrative:
Checked the area and was unable to locate.

16-8988 2011 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: 16 SEVEN SPRINGS LN
Unit: 45 Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Vehicle: YEL 2004 FERR CP 360 MODENA Reg: PC MA 2AM646 VIN: ZFFYU51A940137974
Narrative:
Resident reports suspicious motor vehicle in the parking lot of 16-22 Sevens Spring. Disp unit to area.
Narrative:
Gentleman showing off his new car to friends, checks ok.

16-8991 2037 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: EWKS16 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Location/Address: SIROIS ELECTRIC - 25 B ST
Narrative:
Interior alarm.
Narrative:
Alarm company called back, false alarm.

16-8992 2056 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWKS16 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: GRY 2012 TOYT SIENNA Reg: PC MA 539RX6 VIN: 5TDXK3DC3CS261834
Narrative:
MV stop.
Narrative:
Citation issued for HP Placard Misuse. HP ticket issued.
16-8993        2123  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen  
Primary Id:    DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.  
Location/Address:    [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit:    45  Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.  
Vehicle:    BLK 2011 ACUR LL MDX  Reg: PC MA 7MM310  VIN: 2HNYD2H4XBH513744  
Narrative:  MV stop  
Narrative:  citation issued

16-8994        2144  Initiated - PARKING  Logged  
Call Taker:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B  
Primary Id:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B  
Location/Address:    [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit:    42  Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B  
Patrol David H Outerbridge  
Vehicle:    WHI 2005 DODG CARAVA  Reg: PC MA 3DW519  VIN: 1D4GP45R85B383614  
Narrative:  HP ticket issued.

16-8995        2158  Initiated - ROAD HAZARD  Logged  
Call Taker:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B  
Primary Id:    BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B  
Location/Address:    [BUR 1321] MCDONALDS RESTAURANT - 55 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit:    42  Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B  
Patrol David H Outerbridge  
Narrative:  Debris removed from the roadway.

16-8998        2253  911 - DISTURBANCE  Logged  
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen  
Primary Id:    DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.  
Location/Address:    [BUR 1089] KINGS BOWLING ALLEY - 52 SECOND AVE  
Unit:    45  Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.  
Unit:    43  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato  
Unit:    45  Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.  
Unit:    43  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato  
Narrative:  Caller requested assistance removing unruly patrons.  
Narrative:  verbal argument between parties, all parties involved left prior to arrival

16-8999        2256  Phone - ALARM  Services Rendered  
Call Taker:    EWK516 - Dispatcher Edward W Kolhonen  
Location/Address:    [BUR 379] ELECTRIC SUPPLY CENTER - 200 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit:    48  Patrol John R Thompson  
Narrative:  Alarm at Doctor's counter and overhead.  
Narrative:  Ofc reports all windows and doors checked, building is secure.

16-9000        2300  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged  
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III  
Location/Address:    [BUR 111] FOREVER 21 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Narrative:  Parents called to report their child was missing - in the course of contacting her work place here in Burlington at Forever 21 her parents made contact with her. All is well.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16-9001</td>
<td>Initiated</td>
<td>2310 MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker:</td>
<td>JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>1 THIRD AVE @ 89 SECOND AVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit:</td>
<td>K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle:</td>
<td>GRY 2007 TOYT SE COROLL CELES Reg: PC MA 1YC191 VIN: 1NXBR30E27Z916804</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Citation issued for failure to yield at rotary.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>